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Preface:

This document is based on a study of the Department ofForeign Languages Pl'Ogr8m

Review prepared by the department in November 2002 and on a visit to Central

Washington University on February 28, 2003, at which time I met with administrators,

department faculty and students. Since my meeting with faculty was short, some faculty

memberS also forwarded e-mail comments to me after the visit. I wish to express my

gratitude for the opportunity to conduct the review, and hope that my evaluation will be

ofvalue as you move forward. The meetings with members of the administration, the

faculty in the department and students were all very informative and helpful. My

association with all ofthese groups revealed dedicated professionals who have the best

interests of the university at heart. In preparing this document, I have followed the

format and guidelines pl'Ovided by the Provost's office, which calls for an analysis of the

strengths and areas of impl'Ovement found from each stage of the review: the self-study

document, interviews with administrators, interviews with faculty, and interviews with

students. I have tried to be as forthright and candid as possible in discussing my

assessment of these various meetings. V\'here administrators and faculty had different

perceptions or sentiments, I felt it important to acknowledge these differences. I have

included at the end my own suggestions and recommendations for the department in the

future.

Self-Study Document

University and Department Mi§sion, Vision and Goals

A review ofthe university's mission statement, vision, and goals suggests that the

department has an important role to play in the university. A strong liberal arts

foundation ,'lith applied emphases, creative expression, undergraduate research,

international study, and a close working relationship between students and faculty are

listed as "hallmarks" of the undergraduate experience at Central Washington. In addition,

the Vision statement states that the university will be respected for "global sensitivity and

engagement" and as a cOlllil1Unity that prepares students for a "diverse and changing

world." TIle Department of Foreign Languages should playa key role in these areas. In

the department's mission and goals statements, the department addressed several of these

issues, emphasizing their role in general education and their support l'Ole to other

I
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departments, particularly bilingual education, Asia Pacific Studies, Latin American

Studies and Teacher Education. They obviously playa key role in a liberal arts education

and in preparing language skills to support these programs. At the same time, in the

document, the department did not clearly define its main role in the university. It was not

clear in the document whether the department views itselfprimarily as a service

department, providing support to general education or other majors, or as a department

whose maln focus is the preparation of majors. Nor was it entirely clear how the major

programs specifically support institutional goals. This role needs to be clearly defined in

order to effectively plan for the future, as the lack of clarity in tins regard has contributed

to differences between the administration and the department.

The department did not address other areas of the mission statement in which they

could playa role. I did not determine what role the department plays in tile CWU

centers. The department apparently plays a rnilJimaI role in Teacher Education, and the

department's relationship with the off-campus community, including public schools,

appeared limited in the document. Finally, other than the recently developed

International Education and World Languages Day, I did not find evidence ofhow the

department seeks to "enhance tile visibility and knowledge ofprogram;> throughout

Washington and the Northwest."

Depaltment Ma10rs and Programs

The department offers four different majors with specializations and minors in

Chinese, French, German, Japanese, Russian and Spanish. In all ofthese but Spanish,

students are required to complete at least 20 transferable upper division credits from a

study abroad program. TIns type ofprogram can be viewed as both a strength and a

weakness. The department is to be commended for tlns creative and cost-effective way

ofproducing majors and encouraging students to continue their language studies and

study abroad. It is a program that makes good sense. By requiring many of the upper

division credits to be completed abroad, tlle program is able to continue to offer majors

with limited resources, and continues to generate tuition revenue for 111e university

through the study abroad programs. While the number ofmajors in tllese progran1S is

.small, 1he department is able to offer the major with very few courses beyond what would

be necessary to support the language needs of students in other areas, such as Asian or
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Latin American studies. The Foreign Language major also requires students to complete

a minor from another discipline, thereby encouraging interdisciplinarity and supporting

other departments, as well as improving the employability offoreign language graduates.

At the same time, the quality and assessment ofmajors, where a significant

portion of their work is done off campus, need to be carefully monitored. The limited

upper division courses in languages other than Spanish should be prudently selected so as

to complement the study abroad programs and verifY the competencies ofgraduates. The

document did not specifY what major courses students are required to complete on the

CWU campus. In general, no data was provided in the document to support the quality of

graduates in the program, and only limited anecdotal information was provided about

what graduates do after graduation. The department recognizes the necessity to develop

an assessment plan, and this should be of top priority. It is difficult to evaluate the

"quality" of the program without such data.

"WillIe enrollments in all majors except Spanish are relatively small, they are not

surprising considering that most of the specialty areas have only one full-time faculty

member. The viability of the programs should not be based on numbers alone, as

languages other than Spanish may never generate large numbers of majors, but contribute

significantly to the diversity of the university and to the needs of students. There has

been an apparent drop in the number of degrees conferred in recent years, as well as a

drop in overall emollments, the cause ofwhich is uncertain (the university has also

recently experienced an enrollment decline; it is difficult to know if the two are related).

The department should seek to determine the cause of the emollment decline and make

appropriate adjustments to programs.

Two programs are of concern. The viability ofmajor and minorprograrns in

Chinese, where there has been no full-time, permanent faculty member, is questionable.

It is extremely difficult to monitor the quality of a program where the faculty rotates

everyone or two years. The department apparel1tly has an opportunity to remedy this by

hiring a full-time Chinese lang\lage instructor, with support from private funds. The

second program that would appear weak is the teaching minor, which requires 31 credits,

15 ofwhich are second-year language. This appears inadequate for a teaching minor. To
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better prepare students for teaching languages, the minor should eliminate the 15 credits

of second-year, and require more credits of upper division.

Overall enrollments in the department, to some respects, have followed national

trends, with increasing demand in Spanish and diminishing demand in some other

languages, such as French, German or Russian. Nonetheless, lower division enrollments

in French, German and Russian appear small for the size of the university, and carmot

entirely be explained by national trends.

Evidence of the currency ofcurricula in the document was minimal. While some

courses are offered in translation and interpretation, and, in Spanish, in U.S. Hispanic

culture, there was little mention in the document about proficiency-based instruction,

applied application of language (practicalintemships), and contemporary culture. While

the department may.be focusing on these areas, the document and course catalogue did

not malce this apparent.

Faculty

A review ofthe faculty CVs reveals a very high-quality, professional corps of

faculty in the department, with eleven of the sixteen faculty holding doctoral degrees. All

tenure-track faculty apparently have doctoral degrees. It was particularly noteworthy that

a significant number of degrees are in linguistics, rather tllan the conventional literary

doctoral programs most common in foreign languages. In addition, a number of faculty

in the department can cross over and teach more than one language, an advantage that

very few faculty or foreign language departments have. The department has been

successful in recruiting strong faculty in recent hires in Spanish and American Sign

Language. The faculty has an impressive record ofpresentations and publications for a

department whose emphasis is on teaching and undergraduate education. Finally, student

evaluations indicate that the faculty are exceptional·teachers. The studentevall1ations are

the highest in the school, and were the highest of all campus departments listed in the

data.

It is also noteworthy that the department relies very little on adjtmct faculty,

unlike many foreign language departments. This creates a velY strong corps of teachers,

dedicated to 'their profession and the students, and capable of producing quality

instruction and programs.

---_..._--- ___ •••••••••••••••••• _ •• m • __ m __-
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The loss of faculty in Spanish due to retirements or resignations has created large

class sizes, increased dependence on adjuncts, and strain on the Spanish section. At the

same time, new faculty have been added in American Sign Language without full support

from the department, according to the document. In addition, American Sign Language

has enrollment caps imposed by the Dean's office, while Spanish (and the other

languages) in some cases are forced to accept very large class sizes. These issues have

created contention between the administration and the department and have had a

negative impact on morale within the department. I will address these issues more later

in the document.

Service and Off-campus community involvement

Several faculty members have been very involved in campus governance, including the

faculty senate. Faculty have also given much of their time to student clubs, activities,

and advising of students. Departmental scholarships are evidence ofthe commitment of

the faculty to serving their students, as current or past department members initiated all of

these scholarships. Department faculty have provided translation or interpretation

services to several local agencies, and particularly with the APOYO organization. Tins

section of the report did not speak in detail about the nature of community relationslrips.

It would appear that most of these local outreach efforts have been done on an individual,

rather than a departmental basis, and that the department could focus more on off-campus

involvement.

The expansion of the Foreign Languages Day to the "International Education and

World Languages Day" is a very positive move. TIris activity will enhance departmental'

relationships with public schools and serve as a tremendous recruitment tool for both the

department and the university. The department is to be commended for taking on tins

challenge, and should be encouraged and supported in its efforts.

The university involvement with the East-West Center at the University of Hawaii

provides tremendous opportunities for tile department. Several faculty members in the

depaliment have taken advantage of workshops or conferences through tIlis relationslrip.

The department should tal(e an active role in this center, as affiliation with such a

renowned organization could bring recoglrition to the department and enhance the

departmcnt's academic programs and recruitment efforts. Department faculty
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palucipating in East-West Center activities need not be limited to those in Asian

languages. The East-West center sponsors conferences and workshops that extend

beyond Asian studies, such as the 8l1UUal conference On globalization.

$upport services/resources:

The document did not speak extensively oftecllllOlogy alld library resources. Library

resources appear to be adequate, with a large video collection to support languages in

addition to other library materials. TIle departulent has priority use of a computer lab, but

has no dedicated foreign l8llguage lab or faculty appointment for the lab or teclmology,

which makes it difficult to take full advmtage of teclmological ilUlovations useful in

lallguage pedagogy. In the document, the department expressed the need to "more fi.llly

integrate computer aided'instructional technologies" into their programs, which is

extremely difficult given tile current situation. While tile lab facilities may be adequate

for fue department now, the departulent mentioned no specific technological pl8l1 for the

future, other fum the desire to have a dedicated server.

A strong, positive relationship exists between fue department and fue International

Progr8lUS office. TIle university has well-developed study abroad progr8lJls which

provide sound support to fue academic progralTIs in foreigu 18l1guages. TIle strength of

the study abroad programs is a tremendous asset to the departulent'md the university.

Future Directions:

This section of the document responded more to inmlediate needs 8l1d did not indicate a

specific strategic pl8ll for tile departulent. Maintaining the depth 8l1d quality offue

Spanish program, instigating minors in Chinese (wifuont leaving tile campus) alId ASL,

md "active development" of German, French, Jap8l1ese alId Russi8l1 are all worthy goals,

but need to be placed in fue context of a specific strategic plall. The department needs to

develop a plan that will be proactive rather than reactive to circumstances or external

influence.

Interviews with administrators

I had two meetings with administrators. TIle first was willi Linda Beatll, Associate Vice

President for Undergraduate Studies, alld Richard Mack, Associate Vice President for
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Graduate Studies. Dr. Beath stressed the need for a strategic plan, indicating that the

department's role 01'1 campus is not clear. In this context, Dr. Beath raised several

questions that the depaliment needs to address: Is the dep81iment trying to support too

many langnages? Is the focus on Chinese appropriate, and if so, how can this area be

developed? What is the role of American Sign Language in the department and on

campus? The administration would also like to see more cooperation and involvement

from the department in interdisciplinary programs across campus, as well as in

International Programs and Teacher Education. Dr. Beath also noted the lack of

sufficient data, analysis and synthesis in the self-study document, due to the absence of

systematic program review in the past.

In this meeting, I also learned more about the strong interest in Chinese. Several

factors support the development of Chinese language studies on campus - the alliance

with the East-West Center, a core of faculty on campus who work in Chinese or Asian

studies, the NSF grant which sponsors student travel to China, and the state of

Washington status as a key portltrading partner with China. The administration

expressed an interest in supporting Chinese, as evidenced by a 5-year commitment for

seed money for a Chinese faculty position (combined with private funding). In

developing a future plan for Chinese, these external factors should be considered, and the

department should cooperate with other faculty/departments who have interest in Chinese

studies.

One final comment about this meeting; it was mentioned that the university

language requirement for the B.A. degree is perhaps often "waived." I am uncertain who

or for what reasons the language requirement might be waived, but if it is a common

practice, it would undermine support for foreign languages, diminish the integrity ofthe

B.A. degree, and send an inappropriate message to students. After further confirmation

with the department, and verifying in the CWU catalogue, lleamed that the foreign

language requirement is one-year of a foreign language, or if a student has two-years of

high school language, the requirement is waived. This constitutes a very weak foreigu

language component for the B.A. degree. According to the Admissions Requirements

stated in the online catalogue, students are required to complete two years ofthe same

foreign language in high school in order to be admitted to the university. Granting the
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B.A. based on the same language requirement expected for admissions seems totally

inappropriate. The department and administration should work together to strengthen this

requirement (see suggestion at the end). A weak B.A. requirement reflects negatively on

theuniversity's commitment to diversity, internationalization and language study.

My second meeting was with Dean Liahna Almstrong and Associate Dean Rasco

Tolman. 111e Dean stressed the current transitional phase of the department. The

historical focus has been 011 European languages, but the European languages have

suffered fi'Olll declining enrollments and interest, with a shift towards Asian languages.

TIle shift in focus has discomfited some faculty in the department. TIle sentiment of the

Dean was that the future of the department would be more towards Asian languages, and,

in the face of diminishing resources, the department needs to consider Whether it would

be in the best interest of the university to continue lower enrolled programs such as

German and Russian. (Dr. Tolman indicated that foreign language staff in 1970 consisted

of4 French faculty, 3 German, 5 Spanish, and 1 Russian). Again, the need for a clear

departmental vision and strategic plan to address these issues was stressed.

According to the Dean, faculty in the department are well-perceived on campus in

general. The department also benefits from very strong study abroad programs and sister

institution relationships. The high percentage ofmajors in the department who study

abroad is a strong point of the departli1ent. Strong enrollments in Spanish help to offset

lower enrollments in other areas. At the same time, the Dean felt that Spanish

enrollments have not been strong enough to warrant replacement of Spanish positions

lost.

It became evident from this meeting that staffing issues have created a rift

between the department and the Dean's office. Much time was spent discussing the issue

ofAmerican Sign Language. The Dean cited several reasons why the development of

American Sign Language and its inclusion in the Departmellt of Foreign Languages could

be beneficial for the department and the university, including the following: ASL is a

state-approved language to meet foreign language admissions requirements; there is high

demand for ASL; a reasonable deafpopulation exists in this region ofthe state, but very

little attention has been given to them; potential links exist between the ASL program and

the internationally recognized Primate Resource Center; state funding or grants may be
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available to develop an ASL interpretation program; an ASL program has great potential

to achieve national recognition, and could "put the department on the map."

The Dean and Associate Dean also addressed the decision to hire new faculty in

ASL. According to them, the Dean had a two-year, ongoing discussion with the

department about ASL, and although the impetus came from the Dean, the department

"bought in." As will be indicated below, this perception is very different than tile view

held by the department. The greatest resistance to ASL apparently came from the

Spanish section, most likely since tenure-track positions in Spanish were not filled.

A final concern voiced in this meeting was that the change in personnel in the

Spanish section had resulted in a change of dynanlics, resulting in less cohesiveness

among the faculty in Spanish. (see also comments under the section on students)

Meeting with the Faculty and Department Chair

I met first with Department Chair Joshua Nelson, and then with other faculty in

the department;. In this section, I have combined my impressions from these two

meetings.

Strengths of the department discussed with the chair included the excellent

teaching evaluations and the dedication ofthe faculty. The new World Languages Day,

which has required a tremendous amount of effort, reflects this dedication and is a

positive development for the department. Faculty also participate in language clubs, such

as the Japanese Animation Club, and the International House. Another strength ofthe

progranls is the fact that virtually all language courses, including beginning courses, are

taught by full-time faculty. The faculty feel that they have quality progralllS with high

standards, and would like administrative support for their programs. Faculty in the

department feel that the department is positively perceived on campus, and plays an

important role. In fact, according to the chair, some faculty in the department may feel

that languages play such a key role in the university that they need not worry about

threats' to their programs.

The department expressed strong interest in maintaining and enhancing all

departmental programs, including smaller programs in French, German and Russian,

which some fear may disappear when faculty retire. Faculty voiced the concern that the

administration is pre-occupied with numbers, and does not pay attention to quality.
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RuS'sian was cited as an example of an excellent program, with high standards and quality

students, but which, according to the chair, the administration had already tried'to cut.

Some expressed reluctance to put major efforts into recruitment or doing more to enhance

their progranls if they did not feel suppolied by the administration.

Much ofmy discussion with the Department Chair, and with the faculty, focused

on relations with the Administration. Again, the ASL issue was discussed. TIlis is

obviously a sensitive issue to discuss with all faculty present, and I received some

comments from faculty following my visit. From the department perspective, although

eVClyone voted to accept ASL in the depaliment, they felt outside pressure to do so.

Indeed, at one point, the Foreign Language department was apparently told that they

would either hire a second faculty member in ASL or the Dean would do so herself.

Faculty expressed that they were not really opposed to bringing ASL into the department,

but rather to how the decision was made. They appreciate the professionalism of their

ASL colleagues and are glad they arc part of the department. (This was expressed openly

in the meeting; I cannot say whether all faculty share that feeling.) Nonetheless, the way

in which the hiring was handled has caused negative feelings among all involved. From

the perspective ofthe ASL faculty, they were misled, as they were not aware of the

circumstances of their hiring. The Dean apparently made many prop.1ises to entice them

to CWU, including maximum class size of20, a "blank slate" to develop programs in

ASL, equipment and space for a lab dedicated to ASL , transferring the instructor

position to a tenure-track position in 2003-04 and adding more fujI-time faculty in the

next few years as necessary, bringing the total to as many as 4-5 ASL faculty. In short,

they were told that the ASL program was a top priority offue university. Unfortunately,

these commitments were apparently made witllout discussion with or approval of the

department, which has resulted in some jealousy among faculty in other languages offue

preferential treatment ASL has received. This is understandable given that other

languages feel understaffed and under supported, particularly the Spanish section, which

has lost faculty in recent years, and has been forced to teach larger classes. At tlle sanle

time, the ASL faculty feel that the support ther were promised has not been forthcoming,

and that their ability to develop a quality program may be compromised, TIle situation

has created tensioll in the department which is detrimental to the operations of the
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department. I will address this issue more in my conclusion, but would like to first of all

discuss my meeting with students.

Interviews with Students

My meeting with the students was the final meeting of the day, with the exception

of the exit interview with Dr. Beath and Dr. Nelson. All languages, including ASL, were

represented. I was very favorably impressed with the group of students. TIle students

spoke very highly of the department and faeulty, and tile vast majority of their comments

were positive. TIle strengths of the department according to the students include the

following:

• Very personable faculty; who are respectful and friendly without being "chummy"

• A good mix ofnative and non-native speakers among the faculty

• Small classes, where the professors know everyone and take personal 'interest in

their stndents. According to the students, this is rare on campus, and they have

not expelienced such personal attention in other departments.

• Faculty are passionate about what they teach

• Faculty have high expectations, but they mal(e them very clear to students

• Faculty are extremely flexible and helpful to students trying to complete their

major. This is particularly true of the faculty in languages with smaller

enrollments, who teach independent study courses, reading and conferences, etc.

to help students complete tileir degree on time. Faculty "bend over backwards" to

accommodate stndents.

• The International Programs office is very helpful, and study abroad programs are

excellent, even in areas such as Korean, which is not taught on campus

• Strong commitment and dedication on the part offacuity; apparently, some

faculty even enrolled in Russian classes to help holster enrollments

• Involvement in activities, such as the CIn'istmas party involving the deaf

community

The students listed the following weaknesses or areas for improvement:

• Spanish classes are too large and do not offer sufficient opportunitY to speak

One upper division Spanish class this quarter apparently started with 46 students.



Even in German, students felt limited in a reeent poetry class with 17 students,

which allowed them less opportunity for conversation.

o The hiring offaculty without advanced degrees to teach upper division Spanish

has destroyed some faith in the department, and from students' standpoint,

undermines the program.

o TIle departure of a key Spanish faculty member tlus past fall has resulted in some

disarray and disharmony among the Sp,lllish faculty. Students perceive the

disaccmd, and also state that the lack of cooperation and unity in the Spanish

section has made it difficult for them to complete their degree.

o In Spanish, students would like to see a balance between literatute elasses and

languagellinguistics classes. Currently, there are many more literatute than

linguistic classes.

o Language clubs are inconsistent. Sometimes they are active, sometimes not.

o The department has almost no eommunity involvement. For example, none of the

students present had even heard of the APOYO organization in which, aecording

to the self-study, several faculty were active. Some students perceive a split

between the commlll1ity and the lll1iversity in general. Students voiced a strong

interest in service opportm1ities, internships, etc, beyond the campus, which

would give tllem practieal experience using their language

o TIle Department is not advertised well. Students felt the language programs are

high quality, but none of them eame to CWU to study language. The department

needs more public relations.

• Inconsistency of faculty in Chinese, particularly Witll untrained native speakers in

lower division, has been a detriment to the progl·am.

• In Asian languages/studies, Chinese gets all the attention

o Students would like to see a job placement function in the department

o Students expressed an interest in additional languages, particularly Italian and

Korean

In general, the student meeting confrrmed many perceptions evident in the report and

other meetings, parhcularly regarding the quality and commitment of the faeulty and the

overstaffmg in Spanish.



General Comments and Recommendations

The department obviously has strong, dedicated faculty and quality programs. Student

evaluations offaculty as well as the comments expressed in the student meeting support

this analysis, in spite of the lack of systematic assessment data. Faculty should be

commended for their dedication and conunitment While administrators may look at

numbers, they may overlook the student-oriented nature of the smaller programs, and the

positive contributions they make to the university and individual students.

This said, intemal and extemal changes and influences have placed the

department in a transitional phase. While this presents many challenges, if approached

positively, it also offers opportunities. Two key steps must be taken in order for the

depm1ment to remain strong and viable in t1-je futme:

I) Strategic planning: the depaItrnent needs to develop a plan to guide the evolution of

the department in the future. Changes have occurred in the department due to extemal

influences, shifting enrollments, or faculty retirements. Without a plan, these changes

may take the department in directions it does not wish to go, or opportunities may be

missed. It is imperative that the plan be developed internally by all members ofthe

department, and I would encourage the administration to support tlris effort with

whatever resources may be available. The situation with ASL illustrates problems that

can ensue when the depaItrnent does not feel ownership of its plan. In developing the

pla!l, the department should take into consideration the following:

a) Cooperation with other campus units or external groups which have interest in

foreign languages

b) Creating progrml1s that are unique to CWU; how are your programs different from

other language progrmTIS in the state? This is particularly important in the smaller

programs. (see comments at the end for suggestions on how tllis might be

accomplished)

c) What languages will the department continue to support? French, Russian and

Gennan, where each language has only one full-time faculty member and

enrollments have declined, are particularly vulnerable. Opportunities for future

development exist in Chincse and ASL. Tne depal1ment as a whole must decide

what directions these languages will take, paliiclliarly when resources are limited.
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The department strongly desires to retain the European languages, and I might

add that I think it would be unwise to eliminate them. They may have

experienced decline, but it's a bit early to "write oft" the European community.

At the same time, for the size of-the university, enrollments in these languages are

not strong. If these programs are to remain viable, they must become unique, find

ways to recruit and strengthen enrollment, and build through liaisons with groups

beyond the department. I would also suggest that tile department exercise caution

in regards to Chinese; historically, Chinese language courses experience greater

attrition than European language courses 01' even Japanese. Altilough there

appears to be much interest and support on campus for Chinese language studies,

it is yet to be seen ifthat interest 'will translate into enrollments, particularly at tile

more advanced levels, and Chinese language enrollments may never equal or

surpass current enrollments in tile European languages. I do not mean to suggest

that Chinese should nbt be developed, but simply that, if the department chooses

to further develop the Chinese progranJ, it should be done in a way that will

ensure success.

d) Staffing issues. The plan must address the understaffing in Spanish and project

future staffing needs and priorities.

e) Forget the past and move f01"'Nard. American Sign Language is officially part of

the department. While IDe circumstances sun:ounding IDe hiring ofthe new

faculty in ASL are not the best, I do not believe it is too late to remedy the

situation. ASL faculty should have full participation in the plan. ASL should not

be considered a separate entity, and indeed, the department should look for ways

to coordinate ASL progranls and the programs in other languages. Obvious

opportunities exist to develop programs in ASL, but that does not necessarily

mean that ASL should be developed at the exclusion of other programs.

Cooperation and mutual support are key to the success of whatever plan is

developed.

2) Development and implementation of an assessment Illan. The department has little

data to defend the quality of its programs. A systematic assessment plan is essential.

This must be much more than the "computer-based assessments" alluded to in the self-
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study document. In.this regard, I was surprised to Jearn that none of the faculty in the

department has received ACTFL Oral Proficiency Interview training. The assessment

plan should contain oral and writing proficiency components, as well as other

proficiencies the department wishes to emphasize. Developing and implementing a plan

is a lot of work, but ultimately wiII enhance and demonstrate. the quality of the programs.

TIle department should also keep track of alumni, and use them as a resource for their

programs or for scholarships/fund-raising.

Finally, after reviewing the document and visiting campus, I felt there is a strong

base in the language department and many oppOltunities for future development. I offer

the following as possible directions for the depaltment, ways in which they might add

uniqueness to their programs, or other general suggestions for the department or

administr-ation. As mentioned above, it is important that the department, working with

the administration, determine which areas it will develop.

• Develop pmctica andlor internship experiences as part ofyour majors. Students

expressed strong interest in off-campus experiences, and this could be a way do

develop some uniqueness in your programs. Working with the International

Programs office, these could become international internships.

Modify the major programs to create a balance among languagellinguistics courses
r

and Iiteratme/culture courses. TIle university will likely never be able to compete

with large universities such as the University of Washington, which have graduate

programs in literature, alld hence have undergraduate progralllS with a strong

literature focus. The department can, however, develop a unique and attractive

program by focusing on proficiency and integration oflanguage skills.

Create a stronger link between the department and teacher education. Teacher

education is one of the mission essential areas on campus. Several facuIty in the

department have degrees in linguistics, and creating a strong, language teacher

education program could again bring recognition to the department.

Develop cooperative programs with faculty across campus who are interested in

European studies, .similar to the Latin American Stlldies or Asian Studies programs.



• Work with colleagues in existing Interdisciplinary Studies programs to enhance the

language requirement of these majors. Consider requiring a certain proficiency, or at

minimum, a sequence of third-year courses.

• Consider offering certificate programs, which would verify a language proficiency

level for students in other disciplines.

• Strengthen the B.A. language requirement. As mentioned, the requirement is very

weak. I might suggest something similar to the requirement we have, which reads

that students must take "one year of a foreign language at 111e second-year level or

above." nLis allows qualified students from high school to enter directly into second

year, and complete the requirement in only one year. In increasing this requirement, I

suggest implementing placement testing as well.

• Create stronger links with public school language teachers in the ro:ea. Your region

serves many rural and geographically isolated school districts. Teachers in such

districts often thirst for contact with other language teachers and desire opportunities

for ongoing professional development. Wi111 111e number of linguistics-trained faculty

in the department, the department could provide a real service to the area by

developing workshops, articulation efforts, aJ1d a local laJ1guage organization to

support teachers. These efforts will expand the recogrrition of the department beyond

the CaJ11pUS, aJ1d also serve as a recruitment tooL We have a lot of experience in this

area in southern Oregon, aJ1d I would be happy to share other ideas of how to get

started ifyou are interested.

• Create a recruitment plaJ1. This plaJ1 should include both internal (on-campus)

recruitment and off-campus recruitment

• Foster strong student clubs and activities by placing the major responsibility for clubs

qn student leaders.

Finally, I would like to offer a couple of comments for the administration, since

department/administration relations became aJ1 importaJ1t issue during my visit. The

university mission states that "individual accomplishments are rewarded." I'm 110t sure

how this is done at CWU, but it was my impression that faculty in the department are not

sufficiently recognized for their efforts. Particularly, the department has the highest

teaching evaluaticns in the college. Students iterated the strength of the faculty, and the
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time they give to benefit students. Having small programs certainly does not mean that

the faculty work any less; in fact, it is generally quite the opposite. The department is

doing many good things, and the efforts of the faculty need to be valued and recognized.

The administration needs to work with the department to clarify policy on how

persOlmel/staffing/hiring decisions are made. Also, the department should retain primary

control for detennining class sizes. Rational is just as strong to limit class size in foreign

languages as it is in ASL. Intervening or favoring one group over another tends to have

the opposite of the desired effect. The administration should work with the department

through the planning process to restore a positive, effective relationship.

Regarding the review process itself, I would only add that the time spent with the

faculty was too short. Both the faculty and] would have liked to have more time. It

would have been desirable, for example, to meet with each language section individually,

Again, I wish to express my gratitude for the opportunity to conduct the review.

All parties w 'e very candid and open in their responses, and] hope this report will prove

useful to)j u,/ Please co ct me ifyou have any questions.
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